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(54) Treatment of radioactive sludge 

(57) Radioactive sludge, e.g. that which 
may accumulate in irradiated nuclear 
fuel element storage ponds, is treated 
by pumping it f rom a settling tank 10to 
a particle separator, conveniently a hyd-
rocyclone 22 and a sloping plate separ-
ator 26, the liquid being returned to the 
settling tank 10 and the solids being 
metered into a drum 50 pre-lined with 
dry cement. The drums are in a contain-
ment box 49 in which they are transfer-
red to a mixing station where the parti-
cles and cement are mixed and thence 
to a curing station. After curing the 
drums 50 are embedded in cement in 
outer containers 51 (cf. Figure 7, not 
shown) for transport to a long-term 
storage site. 
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SPECIFICATION 

Improvements in or relating to the handling of 
radio active sludge 

5 70 
This invention relates to the handling of radio ac-
tive sludge. 

There are a number of circumstances in which a 
radio active sludge is accumulated. As one exam-

10 pie, in nuclear power stations, irradiated fuel ele- 75 
ments, after removal from a reactor, are stored in 
cooling ponds containing waterfor a number of 
months before they are transported to a processing 
plant for reprocessing. The corrosion of irradiated 

15 fuel elements stored within the cooling ponds can 80 
give rise to an accumulation of radio active sludge. 
This sludge, which contains very fine low specific 
gravity particulate, can, as it accumulates, provide 
a radiological hazard. To enable the cooling ponds 

20 to continue to be used, the sludge has to be re- 85 
moved from the pond. This can be done for exam-
ple using a sand pressure filter system, the sludge 
forming on the cooling pond floor being pumped 
through sludge pipelines to a sand pressure filter, 

25 the water being returned to the pond. Thus, during 90 
a de-sludging operation, the bulk of the pond water 
is filtered and the sludge is removed. Periodically 
the sand filters are cleaned by backwashing using 
demineralised water so as to wash the accumu-

30 lated particulate material into a settling/storage 95 
tank where the solids are allowed to settle out. The 
liquor from the top o f the settling tank is pumped 
back to the inlet manifold of the sand filters and so, 
after filtering, isfed backinto the pond. By this 

35 technique, the sludge is concentrated in a settling, 100 
storage tank where it does not interfere with the 
continuing use o f t he cooling pond. 

The present invention is concerned more particu-
larly with the subsequent handling of such a 

40 sludge. In a process as described above for concen- 105 
trating the sludge, large debris which might get 
into the cooling ponds, for example rubber gloves 
or glass f rom broken underwater lamp bulbs or 
chips of magnox material from magnox fuel ele-

45 ments, can readily be filtered out by coarse filter- 110 
ing. The sand pressure filter system therefore en-
ables the fine sludge particles to be accumulated 
without coarse particles although there is a possi-
bility that the sludge might contain a quantity of 

50 filter sand if a failure occurs in a filter vessel. It is an 115 
object of the present invention to provide a method 
and apparatus for the subsequent handling of such 
a sludge. 

According to one aspect of the present invention, 
55 a method of treating a radio active sludge in a set- 120 

tling tank comprises the steps of pumping the 
sludge to a particle separator to separate the solid 
particles from the liquid, returning the separated li-
quid to the settling tank, metering the seperated 

60 solids into a can with a setting agent and enclosing 125 
the can in an outer vessel constituting a biological 
shield. 

By this technique, the sludge is converted into a 
solid and enclosed within a shielded container 

65 thereby permitting of transport of the solidified 130 

sludge for long-term storage or for subsequent 
treatment. 

The setting agent, which conveniently is a pow-
der material, e.g. cement, may be metered into the 
can before or simultaneously with or after the sep-
erated solids; for example the can may be lined 
with a setting agent in powder form before the sep-
erated solids are fed into the can. 

The biological shield is conveniently formed by 
putting the container containing the sludge parti-
cles and setting agent into a larger outer container 
with the space between the inner and outer con-
tainers filled with concrete. 

It wil l be particularly noted that a closed cycle 
system is employed for handling the sludge from 
the settling tank. All the water is returned to the 
settling tank. Any overflow from the particle seper-
ator is returned to the settling tank and any solid 
particles not separated by the seperator are re-
turned to the settling tank and thus it is immaterial 
whether or not 100% recovery of solids is obtained 
by the particle separator. 

The particle separator may be a hydro-cyclone. A 
cyclone separator wi l l more readily reclaim coarse 
particles than fine particles and hence any sand in 
the sludge wil l be seperated out by the cyclone 
seperator. It may be desirable in some cases to pro-
vide a further seperator more particularly to deal 
with the fine particles and for use particularly dur-
ing the later stages of removal of the sludge from 
the settling tank. Forthis purpose a multi-plate type 
of particle settler or sludge thickener may be pro-
vided with means for pumping sludge from the set-
tling tank to the multi-plate particle separator or 
sludge thickener, means for returning separated li-
quid back to the settling tank and means for pas-
sing the separated solids to said metering means. 

Conveniently the seperated solids are metered 
using a peristaltic pump. 

The invention furthermore includes within its 
scope apparatus for the processing of radio active 
sludge from a settling tank comprising a particle 
separator, means for pumping sludge from the set-
tling tank to said separator, means for returning the 
liquid f rom the separator to the settling tank, 
metering means for feeding solids from the separ-
ator into a container with a setting agent and 
means for enclosing the container within an outer 
enclosure forming a biological shield. As previous-
ly indicated, more than one particle separator may 
be employed and conveniently a hydrocyclone is 
provided for separating the larger and more dense 
particles together with a plate-type sludge thicken-
er for separating finer particles. 

If two particle separation means are provided, 
e.g. a hydrocyclone and a sloping plate settling de-
vice for seperation of fine particles from the liquid, 
valve means may be provided so that either the 
hydrocyclone or the alternative plate settling de-
vice can be used. Separate pumps may be provided 
for feeding the two particle separators. 

The sludge in the settling tank may contain a 
high proportion of solids and thus as the solids are 
removed, although the liquid is returned, the level 
of sludge in the settling tank wil l fall. Conveniently 
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a suction pump is provided with an inlet pipe low-
erable into the settling tank. Conveniently two or 
more such suction pipes are provided with their 
lower ends at different levels, and valve means for 

5 connecting a selected suction pipe to the pump. 
The pump is preferably a diaphragm pump and 
may be hydraulically or pneumatically operated. 
Very conveniently compressed air is used to oper-
ate the pump. Means may be provided at the pump 

10 outlet to convert the pulsating f low to a smooth 
continuous f low. For this purpose there may be 
employed a surge suppressor comprising for ex-
ample a flexible rubber diaphragm seperating a li-
quid chamberfrom a large volume compressed air 

15 chamber. 
The hydrocyclone may be of known type and is 

preferably fabricated of stainless steel lined with 
polymeric material such as polyurethane. The 
plate-type sludge thickener may likewise be of 

20 known construction, comprising for example, a 
plurality of stainless steel plates arranged parallel 
to one another in a sloping plane in a box into 
which the sludge is introduced at the top. The 
plates form a settling system, the particulate matter 

25 accumulating in a hopper below the box. 
The metering means for handling the separated 

solid materials preferably comprises a pump oper-
ating on the peristaltic principle. The solids may be 
discharged from the cyclone into a discharge hop-

30 per with gravity feed to the metering unit. By using 
a peristaltic type of pump, the system is safe-
guarded against any gravitational f low through the 
system. 

The invention furthermore includes within its 
35 scope a metering unit for use in apparatus as de-

scribed above and comprising a peristaltic pump 
having a pump diaphragm formed of elastomeric 
tube, preferably a natural rubber tube, and three 
cam-guided rollers arranged for compressing the 

40 tube, which rollers are mounted on a rotatable car-
rier wi th each roller being cam-guided for move-
ment in a radial direction as the carrier rotates, the 
rollers being evenly spaced around the carrier and 
arranged so that they each remain in contact with 

45 the tube for movement of the carrier over an arc of 
more than 120°. Thus one such roller is always in 
contact with the tube so preventing any possibility 
of material passing through the tube under the ac-
tion of gravity. 

50 The whole sludge canning facility comprising the 
metering means, container handling equipment 
may be contained within a chamber having a biolo-
gical shield and which is operated at a sub-
atmospheric pressure in accordance with known 

55 techniques for handling radio active materials. Pre-
ferably the drives for the equipment within this 
chamber are mechanical, pneumatic or hydraulic 
so as to avoid any electrical supply, due to the pos-
sible presence of hydrogen. The separator or 

60 separators for dewatering the sludge may be 
housed within a seperate containment box. 

The fol lowing is a description of one embodi-
ment of the invention, reference being made to the 
accompanying drawings in wh ich : -

65 Figure 7 is a diagram for explaining an embodi-

ment of the invention; 
Figure 2 is a view in the direction of the arrows Z, 

of Figure 1; 
Figure 3 is a schematic f low diagram for explain-

70 ing in further detail one embodiment of apparatus 
employed in further detail one embodiment of 
apparatus employed in carrying out the invention; 

Figure 4 is a diagram showing in further detail 
part of a dewatering system comprising a hydrocy-

75 clone and of a plate-type sludge thickener together 
with certain associated equipment; 

Figure 5 is a view in elevation of the plate-type 
sludge thickener and hydrocyclone; 

Figure 6 is a diagram showing the general 
80 arrangement of a metering device for the separated 

solids; 
Figure 7is a sectional elevation through a drum 

fil led by the plant of Figure 2; and 
Figure 8 is a section along the line A -A of Figure 

85 5. 
Referring to Figures 1 and 2, there is shown a 

simplified diagram of a plant for packaging col-
lected sludge in a form suitable for off-site dispos-
al. Some pipework and a number of mechanical de-

90 tails which, in themselves, are of known construc-
tion, are omitted for clarity. It is convenient to de-
scribe the overall method, making reference to Fi-
gures 1 and 2, before giving a more detailed de-
scription of certain features shown in Figures 3 to 7. 

95 The sludge and sand which has been collected in 
a stainless steel settling tank 10 within its radiation 
shield structure 9 is pumped to a dewatering plant 
using air operated, diaphragm type, glandless self-
priming pumps 11 via dual circuit variable depth 

100 suction pipes 13,14 mechanically driven from out-
side and above the tank cell. A dewatering plant 
consists of a hydrocyclone 22 to extract the sand 
and larger particulate material to one hopper 23 
which is located adjacent to a hopper 31 of an in-

105 clined plate seperator 26 which wil l collect the finer 
sludge. The two hoppers 23,31 are connected at 
the underflow by a cross-over pipework system 25 
which selectively leads directly to either a metering 
pump 39 or vertically back at 40 to the storage tank 

110 10. Each hopper 23,31 and inclined plate separator 
26 is fitted with ultrasonic slurry level detector 
heads and decontamination demineralised water 
spray nozzles - all items being of stainless steel 
manufacture. All drain pipes from the plant connect 

115 vertically back to the settling tank 10. 
The metering pump 39 is situated in a sludge 

canning facility which has a 'J'shaped shielded 
containment box 49 fitted with lead glass windows, 
shielded glove ports, roller conveyor systems etc., 

120 with drain connections back to the settling tank 10 
for sludge only or an emergency lead lined dump 
drum 60 to cater for the sludge/cement mix should 
a drum split during operations. The emergency 
dump drum 60 is hermetically sealed to a rigid lid 

125 which is suspended on steel support work beneath 
the 'J' shaped containment box. A stainless steel 
(not shown) pipe connects the lid, via a valve, to a 
drain sump 65 (Figure 2) in the containment box. In 
the event of a spillage of active cement mix in the 

130 'J' box 49, a quantity of water is used to swill the 
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sludge and cement out ofthe box 49 and into the 
emergency dump drum 60 via the stainless steel 
connecting pipe (having first opened the valve into 
the drum). Sufficient 'clean' water is swilled 

5 through the system to wash away the active spil-
lage and clean out the connecting pipe, but not 
enough to flood the emergency drum. For the pre-
sent purposes, it is not necessary to describe the 
further provisions made for dealing with the 

10 emergency dump drum 60; this drum is provided 
for safety reasons and its use would be a most un-
likely occurrence. 

In normal operation, an 80 litre capacity mild 
steel drum 50 is first lined with dry cement powder 

15 by tamping the powder into an annular region be-
tween a stainless steel former and the inside wall of 
the drum. About 30 litre (approx. 50 kg) of cement 
is put in the drum. The lined drum is lowered into a 
mixing section of the canning facility 24 from the 

20 floor above via an entry port airlock (80 shown) 
onto a remotely controlled trolley (not shown). The 
trolley moves the drum to a position A beneath the 
metering pump which is located at the end of one 
section o f the J-shaped containment box 49. This 

25 positioning of the drum automatically releases the 
interlock control circuits for sludge to be metered at 
1'3 litre amounts into the drum. The total quantity 
of sludge per drum wil l depend upon the activity 
levels detected throughout the metering process. 

30 The trolley then transports the drum with its lining 
of cement and core of active sludge to a position B 
where a paddle 81 is slowly lowered into the drum 
whilst rotating at a slow speed to mix the sludge 
and cement. Following the mixing cycle, the paddle 

35 81 is disengaged from its drive 79 and is left in the 
drum; the drive is raised and the trolley is moved to 
position C where the drum, with its mixed contents, 
is lifted into a curing section D (Figure 2) ofthe 'J' 
box. The empty trolley is moved back to the initial 

40 position to receive the next drum with its cement 
lining. 

After curing the drum is conveyed to a transfer 
section E (Figure 2) and the top surface of concrete 
is sprayed with an impervious coating prior to 

45 being lowered through a transfer tube 61 and into 
an awaiting final package concrete lined drum 51 in 
a linear canning facility 62. The package is moved 
on a conveyor 63 to a position where a concrete 
mix is injected, as shown at 64, to form a capping 

50 layer reinforced with a linking circular grillage 55. 
The complete package is then finally 'cured' for a 

- minimum period of 15 hours before being removed 
to an active waste store. 

Further features o f the method and apparatus 
55 will be described, reference now being made more 

particularly to Figures 3 to 7. Referring to Figure 
there is shown diagrammatically apparatus for the 
treatment of radio active sludge which has been 
collected in a settling tank 10. This settling tank 

60 typically might be a tank at a nuclear power station 
into which is deposited sludge obtained from back-
washing a sand pressure filter used for filtering wa-
ter from the cooling pond or ponds in which fuel 
elements are temporarily stored after being re-

65 moved from a reactor. In this particular embodi-

ment two pumps 11,12 are provided for pumping 
sludge from the tank 10 to separating means. The 
pump 11 is compressed air-powered double acting 
diaphragm pump which can pumpthe sludge up-

70 wardly from the tank 10 through either one of two 
suction legs 13,14, either one of which may be 
selected by the operation of valves 15. These suc-
tion legs can be raised or lowered by means not 
shown and, by the use of two separate suction legs 

75 with their lower ends at different heights above the 
bottom of the tank 10, it is possible to follow a ris-
ing or falling sludge water interface over a substan-
tial height range with a much smaller range of 
movement o f the suction legs. The pump 12 is also 

80 an air-powered double acting diaphragm pump but 
of smaller size than pump 11 and, as will be ex-
plained later, is utilised particularly for the removal 
of fine particulate matter. This pump 12 has a sepa-
rate pair of suction legs 16,17 similar to the legs 13, 

85 14 and selectable by operation of valves 18. 
The pumps and pipes through which the mate-

rials are pumped are fabricated of stainless steel. 
Pump 11 is a self-priming pump and feeds the 
sludge through a surge suppressor 19 adjacent the 

go pump outlet, a f low meter 20 and ultrasonic and 
optical density meters 21 and 21' respectively to 
the inlet of a hydrocyclone 22. The surge suppres-
sor 19 is of the diaphragm type in which a flexible 
rubber diaphragm separates a liquid chamber from 

95 a relatively large volume compressed air chamber. 
Compressed air is admitted to and exhausted from 
the air chamber by valves controlled automatically 
in accordance with the movement of the 
diaphragm so as to dampen surges in the liquid 

100 chamber. 
The hydrocyclone 22 is fabricated of stainless 

steel lined with polyurethane and is used to separ-
ate the coarse and high specific gravity particulate 
material from the pumped liquor, feeding the 

105 solids into a collection hopper 23. As is seen in Fi-
gures 4 and 5, the hydrocyclone is arranged at a 
small angle to the horizontal to facilitate draining 
and to reduce the operating pressure. The solids 
separated by the cyclone are fed from the hopper 

110 23 through the aforementioned cross-over unit 25 
(Figure 4) and pipe 69 to a sludge canning facility to 
be described in further detail later. The separated 
liquid from the cyclone 22, which may contain 
further fine particulate matter, is fed back through 

115 pipe 72 with throttl ing valve 76 (Figure 4) into the 
settling tank 10. Thus all particulate matter not re-
moved by the cyclone will be returned to the set-
tl ing storage tank 10 for subsequent removal as ex-
plained later. 

120 Since the hydrocyclone may not remove all 
solids, a further separator 26 is provided. In this 
particular embodiment, this is a "Lamella" separ-
ator consisting of a series of parallel plates forming 
a settling system in which the solids accumulate at 

125 the lower end and the separated water overflows at 
the upper end into overflow outlet pipe 73. The 
pump 12 feeds sludge from the tank 10 through a 
f low meter 27 and ultrasonic and optical density 
meters 28 and 28' respectively to the separator 26. 

130 Any overflow from the separator is fed back 
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through pipe 73 via a density meter 29 to the set-
tl ing tank 10. This seperator 26 can thus be oper-
ated to saturation point, any excess input being fed 
directly back to the settling tank. One or more 

5 tl ing tank 10. This separator 26 can thus'be operated 
to saturation point, any excess input being fed 
magnetic vibrators 30 (Figure 5) are provided 
on a hopper 31 into which the particulate materia; 
from seperator 26 is fed. The solids from the 

10 hopper 31 pass downwardly to the cross-over 
25 and thence through pipe 69.to the canning 
facility 24. Spray nozzles 32,33 and 34 (Figure 3) 
are provided respectively in the body of the separ-
ator 26, in the hopper 31 and in the cyclone hopper 

15 23, these spray nozzles being connectible by valves 
35 to a source 36 of demineralised water to enable 
decontamination to be carried out when necessary. 
The water is fed f rom source 36 by means of a 
pump 66 wi th a pressure relief valve 67. 

20 The hoppers 23 and 31 are each fitted with upper 
and lower level sludge detectors 37,38 (Figure 5), 
conveniently ultrasonic detectors. Discharge of 
these hoppers is effected by a metering unit 39 to 
be further described later in the aforementioned 

25 canning facility 24. A pipe 40 with valve control 
means 41 is provided for dumping material from 
the hoppers 23 and 31 back into the settling tank if 
necessary. 

Figure 6 illustrates in further detail the metering 
30 unit 39. This comprises a rotatable carrier 44 hav-

ing three rollers 45 mounted in radially extending 
slots 46 evenly arranged around the axis of the car-
rier 44 wi th cam means 47 guiding the rollers so 
that, over an arc of slightly greater than 120°, they 

35 press against a rubber tube 48, which forms part of 
the aforementioned pipe 69 leading downwardly 
f rom the cross-over unit 25. These rollers 45 and 
tube 48 thus form a peristaltic pump in which the 
tube is always blocked by at least one roller so pre-

40 venting material falling through the tube under 
gravity. Rotation of the carrier 44 thus forces, for 
each movement of a roller down the tube, a prede-
termined quantity of material down the tube from 
the inlet at the upper end to the outlet at the lower 

45 end. 
In the sludge canning facility 24 (Figure 1), the 

separated solids are metered into a mild steel drum 
50 at a first location A; the drum is then moved to 
position B where the cement and sludge are mixed 

50 by means of a paddle (notshown) driven by driving 
means 79 (Figure 1). When mixing is complete, the 
drive means are withdrawn upwardly leaving the 
paddle in the drum. The drum 50 is then transferred 
to a curing station for the material to set. After cur-

55 ing, the surface of the concrete in the drum is 
sprayed with a sealant and the drum 50 is lowered 
down into an outer container 51 (Figure 7) also of 
mild steel. The inner drum 50 rests on a bottom 
plate 52 secured to an inner liner 53. Before the in-

60 ner drum is put in the outer container, the annular 
region between the liner 53 and the outer drum 51 
and the region under the bottom plate 52 is filled 
with concrete to form a biological shield, a number 
of vertical reinforcing bars 54 being provided which 

65 extend upwardly above the top of the inner liner 53. 

This initial fi l l ing of the outer drum extends nearly 
to the top level of the inner liner 53. After the inner. 
drum 50 has been put into the outer drum, a steel 
grillage 55 is put in the top of the container 51 to 

70 rest on the reinforcing bars 54 and the top part of 
the composite container is then filled with concrete 
to form a top cap. 

The J-shaped containment box 49 within which 
the sludge canning is effected is divided into three 

75 sections. The first section, in which the sludge is 
put into the drums, the second section for curing, 
and the third section for transferring the drums are 
at an upper level. The fourth section comprises the 
lower level in which the drums 50 are loaded into 

80 the outer containers 51. This containment box is 
•constructed in the known mannerfor the handling 
of radio active materials with suitable shielding and 
air pressure control to maintain the pressure below 
atmospheric. The outer containers 51 with their in-

85 ner liners 53 and concrete biological shield are pre-
prepared. Transport means are provided for trans-
ferring these into the fourth section of the contain-
ment box through an interlocked door. In the J-
shaped containment box 119, the inner drums 50, 

• 90 which are fed into this containment box with an in-
ternal l ining of dry cement through an air lock, are 
fi l led with sludge, then the sludge and cement are 
mixed and the drums are then transferred to a cur-
ing station. After curing, these inner drums are lo-

95 wered through a tube 61 into the outer containers 
51 which are then fil led wi th previously mixed con-
crete forming the capping. The capped container is 
stored with the containment box 49 for a curing 
period before being removed through an interlock-

100 e c j door (not shown). 
All the equipment within the containment box is 

mechanically, pneumatically or hvdraulically oper-
ated. 

As is well-known, when handling radio active 
105 materials, safety precautions have to be taken and, 

in the known way monitoring and alarm systems 
are provided and appropriate controls interlocked, 
and standby equipment is provided as well as 
emergency dump facilities. 

110 It wi l l be seen that, by the above-described tech-
nique and using the above-described apparatus, 
the radio active sludge f rom the settling tank 10 is 
separated from the water in a manner such that the 
separated water is recirculated to provide the 

115 necessary carrier for the sludge. Spray rings 70 (Fi-
gure 3) are provided in the settling tank 10 which 
are operated to introduce demineralised water via = 
a pump 71 for removing the last half cubic metre of 
sand from the tank, the water raising the sand into 

120 a suspension for capture by the suction leg inlet. 
There is no need to introduce further water, except 
in so far as demineralised water may be used for 
intermediate orf inal washing down of the equip-
ment. Even in so far as the separators may not 

125 achieve 100% separation of solids from liquids, the 
bulk of the solids are removed and mixed with ce-
ment to form a solid which is cased within a biolo-
gical shield to provide billets suitable for transport 
and subsequent long-term storage. 
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CLAIMS 

1. A method of treating a radio active sludge in 
a settling tank comprising the steps of pumping the 

5 sludge to a particle separatorto separate the solid 
' particles f rom the liquid, returning the separated li-

quid to the settling tank, metering the separated 
solids into a can with a setting agent and enclosing 
the can in an outer vessel constituting a biological 

10 shield. 
2. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein the 

setting agent is cement. 
3. A method as claimed in either claim 1 or 

claim 2 wherein the setting agent is put in the can 
15 before the separated solids are metered into the 

can. 
4. A method as claimed in claim 3 wherein the 

can is lined with a setting agent in powder form 
before the separated solids are metered into the 

20 can. 
5. A method as claimed in any ofthe preceding 

claims wherein the biological shield is formed by 
putting the container containing the sludge parti-
cles and setting agent into a larger outer container 

25 with the space between the inner and outer con-
tainers filled with concrete. 

6. A method as claimed in any of the preceding 
claims wherein the particle separator is a hydrocy-
clone. 

30 7. A method as claimed in claim 6 wherein a 
further separator is provided to separate the fine 
particles. 

8. A method as claimed in claim 7 wherein said 
further separator is a multi-plate type of particle 

35 settler or sludge thickener with means for pumping 
sludge from the settling tank to the multi-plate par-
ticle settler or sludge thickener, means for return-
ing separated liquid back to the settling tank and 
means for passing the separated solids to said 

40 metering means. 
9. A method as claimed in any of the preceding 

claims wherein the separated solids are metered 
using a peristaltic pump. 

10. Apparatus for the processing of radio active 
45 sludge from a settling tank comprising a particle 

separator, means for pumping sludge from the set-
tl ing tank to said separator, means for returning the 
liquid f rom the separator to the settling tank, 
metering means for feeding solids from the separ-

50 ator into a container with a setting agent and 
means for enclosing the container within an outer 
enclosure forming a biological shield. 

11. Apparatus as claimed in claim 10wherein 
more than one particle separator is employed. 

55 12. Apparatus as claimed in claim 11 wherein a 
hydrocyclone is provided for separating the larger 
and more dense particles together with a plate-type 
sludge thickener for separating finer particles. 

13. Apparatus as claimed in either claim 11 or 
6 0 claim 12 and having separate pumps for pumping 

sludge from the settling tank to the various particle 
separators. 

14. Apparatus as claimed in any of claims 10 to 
13 wherein a suction pump is provided for pump-

65 ing the sludge from the settling tank, pump having 

an inlet pipe lowerable into the settling tank. 
15. Apparatus as claimed in claim 14 wherein 

two or more suction pipes are provided with their 
lower ends at different levels in the settling tank, 

70 and wherein valve means are provided for connect-
ing a selected suction pipe to the pump. 

16. Apparatus as claimed in any of claims 10 to 
15 wherein the means for pumping sludge com-
prises a diaphragm pump. 

75 17. Apparatus as claimed in claim 16 wherein 
means are provided at the pump outlet to convert 
the pulsating f low to a smooth continuous flow. 

18. Apparatus as claimed in claim 17 wherein 
said means at the pump outlet is a surge suppres-

80 sor comprising a flexible rubber diaphragm seper-
ating liquid chamber from a large volume com-
pressed air chamber. 

19. Apparatus as claimed in any of claims 10to 
18 wherein the metering means for handling the 

85 separated solid materials comprises a pump oper-
ating on the peristaltic principle. 

20. Apparatus as claimed in claim 19 and hav-
ing a discharge hopper to receive solids from the 
particle separator with gravity feed from the hop-

90 per to the metering unit. -
21. Apparatus as claimed in any of claims 10 to 

20 wherein mixing means are provided for mixing 
the solids, after feeding into the container with a 
setting agent. 

95 22. A metering unit for use in apparatus as 
claimed in any of claims 10 to 20 comprising a 
peristaltic pump having a pump diaphragm formed 
of elastomeric tube, and three cam-guided rollers 
arranged for compressing the tube, which rollers 

100 are mounted on a rotatable carrier with each roller 
being cam-guided for movement in a radial direc-
tion as the carrier rotates, the rollers being evenly 
spaced around the carrier and arranged so that 
they each remain in contact with the tube for move-

105 ment of the carrier over an arc of more than 120°. 
23. A method of treating a radio-active sludge 

in a settling tank substantially as hereinbefore de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings. 

110 24. Apparatus for the processing of radio-active 
sludge from a settling tank substantially as 
hereinbefore described with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 

25. A metering unit comprising a peristaltic 
115 pump substantially as hereinbefore described with 

reference to Figure 6 o f the accompanying draw-
ings. 
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